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Polyphonic Dynamics as Educational Practice

Ming Chen, Ivan Pulinkala, and Karen Robinson

Theatre and performance practitioners are forever seeking creative processes that foster a com-
pelling fusion of visual and auditory theatrical signs to communicate story, character, theme, and 
worldview to an audience. Historically, mainstream Western theatre has privileged the dramatic (writ-
ten) text as the guiding force for generating a theatrical performance. In 1931, however, aesthetician 
Otakar Zich questioned the traditional hierarchy of producing theatre and performance that begins 
with the script as a blueprint for production (Elam 5); in “The Sign in the Theatre,” semiotician 
Tadeusz Kowzan categorized the components of theatrical performance into thirteen sign systems,1 
viewing each as equally important (45, emphasis added); and theatre and film director Jindrich Honzl 
noted the “changeability” among the various sign systems in his essay “Dynamics of the Sign in the 
Theatre” (1940) when he wrote that “the creative forces of one factor [sign] can replace or suppress 
others without decreasing the strength of the dramatic effect” (269). These and other semioticians 
theoretically shattered the traditional hierarchy of a script-driven theatre and offered new tactics for 
analyzing the multiplicity of elements that comprise theatrical performances. 

Within the last century, theatre practitioners have echoed some of this theory with collective 
creation practices that dissolve a script-driven hierarchy through “the abolishment of individual 
authorship” (Vasquez 73) and the co-creation of all sign systems that comprise a theatrical perfor-
mance. The work produced by such collectives is often characterized as dynamic, compelling, and 
inventive. Many produce exciting original work; many produce political theatre and/or theatre for 
social change.2 Collective creation has become a firmly established and influential practice in world 
theatre.3

Certainly, this collective mode of creation with its record of success merits inclusion in theatre 
pedagogy. The linear script-driven approach to production, however, is still dominant in American 
university theatre practices and theatre textbooks.4 As theatre educators, we are responsible for 
offering students not only expertise, but also currency in our discipline. Moreover, if we are to edu-
cate enterprising and independent artists, what better way than to systematically introduce them 
to alternative creative processes in which they are challenged to contribute, to think outside their 
disciplinary boundaries, and to take responsibility for their own work? This essay is not so much 
proposing a new theoretical approach to collective creation; rather, it is an application of pedagogy, 
drawn from our practical experiences, to collective creation principles.

With this pedagogical aim in mind, we are interested in bridging the gap between semiotic 
theory and collective creation practice by proposing that theatre semiotics can provide a useful 
framework to guide the creative process—a framework that insists upon equality and interchange-
ability of theatrical signs that are co-created by a multiplicity of artistic “voices.” In so doing, we 
align ourselves with Elaine Aston and George Savona to promote a view of “theatre semiotics not as 
a theoretical position, but as a methodology: a way of working” (1). Specifically, we are interested 
in how both Kowzan’s theatre sign systems and Honzl’s notion of the interchangeability of theatri-
cal signs can encourage all practitioners on the production team to consider the full array of signs, 
including those outside his/her area of expertise, and allow the changeability among sign systems to 
inspire unconventional creative choices. In this essay, we explore the application of a semiotic lens to 
a collectively created production of Monkey King as a means to understand, articulate, and practice 
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reflexively the ever-shifting interplay among sign systems during the collective creation process. 
We call this ever-shifting interplay “polyphonic dynamics.” Our goal is twofold: to explore a useful 
fusion between theatre semiotics theory and collective creation practice, and to make a strong case 
for the integration of this fusion into mainstream pedagogical practices.

A Happy Accident 

As theatre faculty at Kennesaw State University (KSU),5 we first found ourselves propelled 
into a collective mode of creation quite by accident when we undertook a production of Monkey 
King in 2005. The project was an original stage adaptation of the first section of Journey to the West, 
a sixteenth-century epic folk novel by Wu Ch’eng-en. The novel, a classic that is widely known and 
treasured by the Chinese, features a rebellious Monkey who, in the first section of the novel, claims 
to be King in defiance of Jade Emperor, the only authority over Heaven. The KSU adaptation 
concluded with the episode wherein Monkey King is humbled by Buddha and sentenced to a 500-
year term of imprisonment.6 The collaborators included four faculty members: Margaret Baldwin 
(playwright), Karen Robinson (director), Ming Chen (set and costume designer), and Ivan Pulinkala 
(choreographer), along with an ensemble of eight student performers, a student lighting designer, 
and a student stage manager. 

In addition to presenting the production on the KSU campus, our team was scheduled to 
perform it for the Shanghai Theatre Academy’s sixtieth anniversary celebration immediately follow-
ing its initial run. Informed by our audience demographics in America and China, we decided to 
re-conceive the twelfth-century setting of the original story as a world that collaged Chinese and 
American contemporary, fantastical, and historical signs. These included, among others: a pop/
hip-hop star Monkey King clad in Michael Jackson attire constructed from Chinese fabrics; a 
corporate-style Jade Emperor; a glitzy weapon-dealing Dragon King rendered as a WWF wrestler; 
“Octopussy” Dragon King minions; a Goddess of Compassion (Guan Yin) visually reminiscent of 
the Madonna; a spiked, leathered, and studded woman warrior; and an eclectic score that included 
rock and roll, punk, blues, rap, and Buddhist chanting.

It took us longer to obtain our Chinese hosts’ feedback on the draft than we expected; when 
it arrived, we realized that we needed to completely revise the script. Since deadlines were fast 
approaching, we were forced to hold design conferences and auditions before the script was written. 
The lack of a script necessitated the reshuffling of our organizational structure from a script-based 
and director-centered hierarchy to a collective artistic enterprise wherein everyone shared the 
responsibility of generating ideas and organizing the theatrical signs into a unified production. The 
textual fragments and selections from the novel served as raw material that was accessible to all; 
other “texts” such as movement, scenery, costumes, lighting, properties, and music/sound provided 
additional simultaneous stimuli that could be immediately interwoven into the performance text.7 
During the development of the opening scene, for example, the collectivity emerged by necessity, 
because we did not have a script for the first day of rehearsal. Given that the design concepts of 
setting the Monkey King story in a jungle gym and costuming the monkeys in athletic dancewear 
were already in place, the kinesthetic options offered by the gymnasium design—leaping, climbing, 
sliding, and swinging—drove the creation of the scene. The director and choreographer fused ath-
letic movement and dance in response to fragmented phrases of text and an ambient sound score; 
at the same time, the playwright composed dialogue in rhythmic rap-like tropes suggested by the 
score and movement; and the designer made additions to the scenery to allow for the actions that 
the choreographer and director were integrating into the staging. Entering through the audience, 
Monkey climbed and leapt across the theatre, finally running onto the stage with flips and turns, 
and catapulted into the air to land in the arms of his chanting groupies during a sudden pause in 
the chanting and drumming. This accidentally collective approach to our first rehearsal informed 
the entire creative process that followed. 
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As it unfolded, the process for creating Monkey King assumed characteristics often identi-
fied in discussions of collective creation processes by theorists and/or practitioners.8 In brief, these 
included multiple source texts (whether written, musical, visual, and/or physical); simultaneity of 
design, scripting, and staging processes; decentralization of the role of the director; incorporation of 
movement and textual materials generated by the actors; and interdisciplinary contributions from 
the various members of the artistic/production team. Admittedly, our institutional context, with its 
built-in hierarchy of faculty and students, mitigated to some degree the democratization of decision 
making, another characteristic often found in professional performance collectives. The educational 
collective, due to its built-in student–teacher hierarchy, thus presented a model for experiencing the 
benefits of collective creation within the context of a hierarchical system. The students generated 
substantive visual and verbal material that the director, choreographer, playwright, and designer (all 
present in the rehearsal hall) collectively integrated into the performance text. 

As one example, during the development of the “Peach Scene” (where Monkey breaks into a 
peach orchard and greedily consumes forbidden fruit), the collective explored ways of creating the 
peach grove and its delicious temptations by using a creative flux of interchanging sign systems: the 
designer pinned oversized, fuzzy peaches to each performer’s sleeves, and the choreographer and 
director worked with the performers to create sliding footwork and undulating arm movements that 
endowed the performer/peaches/trees with a seductive sensuality as they entangled Monkey in their 
tentacle-like arms. At the same time, the playwright composed and synchronized choral dialogue 
with their movements. The climactic ending for the scene was created by the addition of a spinning 
platform manipulated by the performers. Monkey stood on top of it and reached his hands to the 
ceiling as a giant peach descended into his arms. 

Throughout the rehearsal, the student performers were invited to contribute their ideas and 
encouraged to improvise movement and text, which allowed them to experience an interdisciplinary, 
collective mode of creation. In this context, the collectivity effectively dissolved the student–teacher 
hierarchy: raw material from the original story was the centerpiece, the faculty members and students 
were co-creators, and the focus was placed squarely upon the task of finding the most evocative sign 
cluster of actor movement and gestures, props, costumes, and verbal expression.

Ultimately, the artistic and, more importantly for our context, educational success of the 
Monkey King process prompted us to theorize and reflect upon our practices in such a way as to 
render them systematic, repeatable, and teachable in subsequent performance projects. Our use of 
semiotic language as a means to emphasize the interchangeability and dynamics of sign systems that 
are enabled by means of the collective process is reflected in the rubric, polyphonic dynamics. 

Polyphonic Dynamics 

Particularly potent examples of simultaneity and interdisciplinary collaboration in the process 
of developing Monkey King occurred in the interplay of words, costume, properties, settings, light-
ing, music, and sound effects. All of these theatrical signs were treated as possible instigators for the 
creation of a particular moment or an entire scene, and any member of the team was encouraged 
to “play” with all signs. Scenic and costume designer Ming Chen has observed that the interactions 
among the sign systems (and their creators) very much resembled a symphonic piece of music. As 
a result, a rubric for this process—one that might illustrate how theatre semiotics function in con-
junction with the collective theatre-making principles noted above—is what Chen calls polyphonic 
dynamics. Polyphony offers a cogent image of how Kowzan’s thirteen sign systems in a performance 
text work in concert to create a codified whole. The term “polyphonic,” which derives from the 
French polyphonous, literally means “consisting of many voices or sounds” or “having two or more 
voices or parts, each with an independent melody, but all harmonizing” (Webster’s 1116). Driving 
each sign system is/are an artist(s) responsible for the creation of the signs in their respective category; 
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therefore polyphonic may also suggest that the “voices” of many artists unite to produce an aesthetic 
experience wherein no single voice is privileged over another; rather, they contribute simultaneously 
and collectively, as we experienced in the Monkey King process.9

As a companion to polyphonic, “dynamics” denotes not only the various forces that propel 
each sign system in the creative process, but also the ways in which these forces shift or change in 
relation to one another (Webster’s 445). Like polyphonic, dynamics also carries a musical meaning: 
the effect of varying degrees of loudness or softness in the performance of music; in other words, 
the loudness or softness of a particular artistic voice/sign shifts continuously as one collaborator or 
voice/sign gives way to another and so on. Together, polyphonic and dynamics connote flexibility 
and fluid transfer of “leadership” among the members of the team, as well as the idea that unexpected 
forces within one artist will generate change within another.

The Monkey King process model (Fig. 1) depicts polyphonic and dynamic relationships 
among the sign systems as they occurred throughout the production process. The “peak” symbols 
in the diagram represent the driving agents that instigated the making of a particular scene. The 
diagram shows us that there are shifts in the signs that propel the creative evolution of each scene, 
contributing to the dynamics of the process. By replacing designated roles, such as scenic designer, 
playwright, and so on, with sign systems such as “set” and “text,” we emphasize both the “polysemic 
nature of theatre” (Aston and Savona 99), as well as the interdisciplinary notion that everyone on 
the team may contribute to the making of the signs in any of the sign systems. Brief descriptions of 
the numbered scenes (as numbered in the model) are included below:

1.  Arrival at Heaven: Sound. Automated voice-overs led the way in this scene, inspiring the 
playwright to construct a dialogue shared by three mechanized voices that greeted Monkey 
King when he arrived at Jade Emperor’s palace in Heaven.

2.  Spy scene: Set. A jungle gym set offered physical levels for the playwright and director to 
conceive and stage: a) the hierarchical relationship between Jade Emperor (in Heaven) and 
his spies Eye and Ear (on Earth); b) the cloud on which Monkey flies to Heaven; and c) 
the descending elevator—signified by a fireman’s pole—by which Monkey arrives at the 
gate of Heaven (Fig. 2).

3.  Opening scene: Music and text. A piece of music inspired a song-and-dance exposition that 
signified Monkey’s status as king in his utopian homeland. The playwright’s textual ideas 
were combined with the musical rhythms to develop a rap-like sequence that informed the 
development of the choreography, characterization, and staging.

4.  Nightmare scene: Movement. The director and playwright began with the idea of a night-
mare as a catalyst to jolt Monkey King out of his happy-go-lucky existence into a fearful 
apprehension of mortality. The actors playing Monkey and his companions were charged 
with creating a two-minute movement piece that incorporated a startling image of mortal-
ity using a length of white gauze, unison movement, repetition, group shape, kinesthetic 
response, and changes in levels to effect a moment of transformation for Monkey.10 The 
director shaped what the students created into a sequence of movements that pushed Mon-
key into a moment of horror and panic. Eventually, the choreographer entered the process 
and further codified a sequence that compelled Monkey to undergo a change of state from 
complacency to reflection. 

5.  Proof scene: Prop. A moving flashlight beam signified Monkey’s astronomical leap across the 
universe into Buddha’s hand, thereby signifying character and movement in the scene.

6.  Cudgel scene: Lighting. An integral object in Monkey King is a “cudgel” that must function 
both as a property and scenic element. In the source material, the cudgel is a symbol of 
magical power that can change size instantaneously; moreover, it wields extraordinary physi-
cal force. It appears in many scenes—first as a huge pillar supporting, not only the ceiling 
of Dragon King’s palace, but also the Milky Way. Monkey King has the power to shrink it 
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Fig. 1. This diagram illustrates polyphonic dynamic relationships among sign systems in instigating the 
composition of various scenes during the process of creating Monkey King. (Source: Ming Chen.)

Fig. 2. In Monkey King’s “spy scene,” physical levels 
provided by the scenic design allowed the director 
to stage the hierarchical relationship between Jade 
Emperor and his robotic assistants Eye and Ear. 
Script by Margaret Baldwin, direction by Karen 
Robinson, choreography by Ivan Pulinkala, set and 
costume design by Ming Chen, and lighting design 
by Ben Tilley, Kennesaw State University, 2005. 
(Photo: James Bullins.)
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into the size of a toothpick; at other times, he renders it invisible. Using an aerosol light-
ing technique and an “intelligent” (moving) light, we conceived the cudgel as a column of 
moving light, which inspired the playwright to endow it with dialogue and character traits, 
resulting in a sign cluster of sound, light, and vocal expression (Fig. 3). 

7.  Fight scene: Costume. A costume design for Erlang with the look of a heavy metal, futuristic 
woman warrior wearing a thick, studded leather belt, spiky shoulder pad, and silver metal 
headband drove the characterization and content: the playwright translated this visual 
toughness into antagonistic and arrogant dialogue; the choreographer’s fight choreography 
between the adversaries adopted the seriocomic gestures of a superhero cartoon; and techno-
punk music was used to punctuate Erlang’s entrance and her ensuing hand-to-hand battle 
with Monkey King.

Both the proof and cudgel scenes noted above represent examples where the collective’s 
consideration of the entire array of theatrical signs and openness to their interchangeability yielded 
unanticipated solutions to creative problems. In the proof scene, the source material specifies that 
Monkey (to prove his power) jumps off Buddha’s palm and somersaults through the clouds eight 
thousand leagues in one bound. Seeking a means to signify this giant leap, the director, choreographer, 
playwright, actors, and scenic and lighting designers brainstormed ideas and collectively created the 
following sequence of shifting signs: actor movement (Monkey jumped from a three-foot platform); 
lighting (blackout); property and sound then replaced the actor/Monkey by means of a flashlight 
beam (manipulated by the actor in the blackout) that traveled in a 360-degree arc around the theatre 
space while the actor vocalized Monkey’s trajectory through the clouds. 

Similarly, the several scenes that featured the cudgel called upon the artistic team to orchestrate 
sequences of shifting signs wherein a column of moving light (cudgel) replaced a property as signi-
fier of an anthropomorphized object. The actor playing Monkey created a gesture that generated 
the appearance of the cudgel, and the lighting designer synchronized “its gestures” with voice-over 
dialogue (performed live by an actor offstage) that was composed in the rehearsal hall by the actor 
and the playwright. The actors contributed kinesthetic responses and expressive gestures that veri-
fied the cudgel’s presence and power. The lighting designer, in turn, created the cudgel’s blocking by 
programming its movements in response to their dialogue and action. In both cases, multiple artistic 
voices exercised a fluid transfer of leadership to create a polyphonic sequence of shifting theatrical 
signs. Furthermore, the source material encouraged the artists to find solutions for representation 
in one another’s disciplines.

The above examples from Monkey King demonstrate how polyphonic dynamics can function 
in the collective creation of a performance text. The model reinforces the view that theatre semiot-
ics can function as methodology in theatre pedagogy and provides a visual framework for teaching 
young artists how the interchangeability of theatrical signs can guide the process of theatre-making 
in a pattern that honors structure and spontaneity equally. 

The collective creation we “happened” to practice in the Monkey King process was indeed 
an accidental convergence of multiple factors that challenged us to collaborate in unforeseen ways. 
What could have been insurmountable obstacles—the absence of a script, a tight timeframe (no 
time for an improvisation-heavy rehearsal process that one might practice for devised theatre), and 
an epic tale that needed to be vastly compressed—served as catalysts for shared artistic responsibility, 
interdisciplinary growth, and commitment to shifting theatrical signs, all because we had to solve 
creative problems that lay outside our typically discrete areas of expertise—and we had to solve them 
quickly and efficiently. The Monkey King experience has since served as a model for future projects 
in which we have pursued the purposeful application of polyphonic dynamics to creative processes 
with colleagues and students.
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From Chance Discovery to Conscious Experimentation

Kennesaw State University’s dance production of Incubus (2008) was the first of several original 
dance pieces that drew inspiration from the Monkey King process. Traditionally, dance creation starts 
with a musical score, which is equivalent to a written script in a theatrical production. For Incubus, 
however, the choreographer (Ivan Pulinkala) and scenic designer (Ming Chen) strategically tested a 
process that began with a visual design as the leading theatrical sign. “Ivan wanted something that 
the dancers could interact with,” Chen recalled. “He suggested a triangular shape. . . . I found some 
pictures and started to explore possibilities through the form of an experimental set model. After 
using models as a springboard for the exchange of ideas, the design began to crystallize.” 

This is not unlike a process preferred by American playwright, director, and educator Mary 
Zimmerman, who often works with designers “before the script is written or the characters are devel-
oped”: “In this method of working, the designers influence the entire development of the show. In 
the case of Metamorphoses, the presence of the pool of water, a symbol in many cultures of change, 
influenced the selection of Ovid’s myths she dramatized and images she chose to explore in creating 
the theatre text” (Wainscot and Fletcher 289) 

Fragmented and distorted, the final set for Incubus consisted of three tilted, broken window-
frames that could be joined or taken apart to form various spatial relationships with human forms 
and lighting (Fig.4). Pulinkala selected music based on the design, and Kenyon Shiver (technical 
director) overcame structural challenges to erect a moveable set that was completed in time for the 
first rehearsal. The set functioned as yet another dancer in the ensemble and enabled Pulinkala to 
seamlessly integrate the visual design into his choreography. 

Fig. 3. The solution for a scenery and prop challenge is found in lighting. By thinking out of our disciplinary boxes, we 
created a cudgel that is large and powerful enough to hold the Dragon King’s palace and even the Milky Way, but small 
enough to slide behind Monkey’s ear and appear/disappear in a blink of an eye. Script by Margaret Baldwin, direction by 
Karen Robinson, choreography by Ivan Pulinkala, set and costume design by Ming Chen, and lighting design by Ben Tilley, 
Kennesaw State University, 2005. (Photo: Ming Chen.)
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Encouraged by the result of this experimentation, Pulinkala and Chen continued to explore 
collective working procedures in the creation of Chakra (2009). This time, the driving sign was 
Pulinkala’s vision of movement on a trampoline. Chen showed him images of a trampoline, wheel, 
and umbrella, among others, and he discovered the possibility of turning the trampoline on its side 
to support a fuller range of choreographic possibilities. Details, such as music selection and materials 
and colors for the set, were solidified after the decision to name the piece Chakra. The set design was 
then refined by incorporating iconographic symbols from Indian chakras; it was again constructed 
before rehearsals began. By traditional standards, this process appears chaotic, but having articulated 
the polyphonic dynamic nature of collective creation and its principles, the designer and choreogra-
pher felt much more confident and comfortable with this uninhibited way of working.11

For both the Incubus and Chakra projects, Chen’s scene designs were the driving agent (the-
atrical sign) that launched the choreographic process, and Pulinkala’s specific choreographic choices 
emerged in response to the physical possibilities, opportunities, and limitations of those designs. This 
stands in contrast to most traditional choreographic processes whereby scenery merely provides a 
visual background. For Chakra and Incubus, the interaction between dancers and scenery was crucial 
to the pieces. These projects, then, put two principles of polyphonic dynamics into practice: first, 
any theatrical sign can be considered a catalyst for generating creative material; and second, poly-
phonic dynamics provides a framework that encourages the dynamic and interdependent interplay 
of shifting theatrical signs—in this case, gesture, architecture, and movement. The shifting dynamics 

Fig. 4. The creation process for Incubus started with the conception of a visual design. With a set in the rehearsal space, the 
choreographer was able to integrate the visual design into the dance. Choreography by Ivan Pulinkala, set design by Ming Chen, 
costume design by James Bullins, and lighting design by Ben Tilley, Kennesaw State University, 2008. (Photo: Ming Chen.)
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between the movement and architecture offered an unanticipated array of visual signs that might 
not have emerged in a traditional linear model whereby the choreographer serves as the primary 
artist responsible for shaping the movement. Furthermore, this collective approach encouraged 
the choreographer to engage in exploration of how other creative forces and theatrical signs might 
influence the work.

Because collective creation places the team members in an active mode of exploration and con-
nectivity, it can energize them in ways one would not expect in a traditional process. In the making of 
Quantum Entanglement (2009), for example, Chen sat in the dance studio with a pen and sketchpad 
in hand, studying the movement of the dancers as the choreography evolved. Informed by the linear 
and lyrical quality of the music, as well as the dancers’ movement patterns of undulating arcs, she 
created, on the spot, costume sketches that featured sleeveless-turtleneck leotards accentuated by 
elastic cords and large bell-bottom pants of translucent material, which she conceived to magnify 
the dancers’ fan-shaped leg movements. Her choices for the costume silhouette and fabrics based on 
what she observed in the studio influenced the student dancers and choreographer as they continued 
to shape the piece. At times, Chen would step out of her designer’s role and make suggestions about 
how the dancers could interact with the ropes they used to create lines and shapes throughout the 
piece. Some of her suggestions were later incorporated into the choreography. 

In addition to its artistic benefit, collective creation can also be used as a tool to nurture 
the interdisciplinary creativity and flexibility of young artists. In an educational setting, faculty 
members not only teach in classrooms, they also influence students through what they do and how 
they do it in costume and scene shops. “Can I sit to watch costume fittings for my piece?” Myles 
Johnson, the student choreographer for rEVOLUTION (2009), asked Chen. This made her realize 
that, consciously or subconsciously, the faculty members’ practice of interdisciplinary collaboration 
had made an impression on students and changed their attitudes toward aspects of the production 
process outside of their discipline. 

For Chen, this was an opportunity to release disciplinary control as a designer and relax faculty 
authority to allow for a more reciprocal process while working with the student choreographer. Rather 
than exerting the authority of being the teacher and the design expert, Chen invited the student 
choreographer into the design process and worked with him to develop the costume design based 
on communal dialogue and collaborative decision making. For Johnson, it meant acquiring the 
courage to take initiatives and jump out of his disciplinary “box” as choreographer. He was invited 
to participate in the costume development and asked to provide valuable input on the length and 
fit of the garments as Chen draped and tailored the costumes for the dancers. Working in tandem, 
the designer and choreographer developed the visual sign systems, borrowing from each other’s 
discipline and expertise. 

For this piece, Johnson also designed and constructed the set (a disk two-and-a-half feet in 
diameter) that served as a rotating platform for the male soloist. The choreographic development 
that followed was thus influenced by this scenic element. The spinning device provided a physical 
and metaphorical context for the work, serving as its central theme and ultimately inspiring its 
title. This cross-disciplinary practice exercised by the student choreographer bore sweet fruit, for 
rEVOLUTION was well received on campus and went on to earn a command performance at the 
regional competition of the American College Dance Festival. 

Devising a Pedagogical Approach to Collective Creation  

How, then, might these experiences and reflections be used to teach principles of collective 
theatre-making to our students—not only in production work, but also in introductory and upper-
division theatre and performance courses? Below, we offer diagrams that capture four commonly 
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accepted principles of the collective creation process. Because most of our students come to us with 
exposure to theatre-making that is linear, hierarchical, discipline-specific, and script-driven, we have 
found it useful to juxtapose the collective creation process models with the traditional approach 
that might be more familiar to them. If we use our curricula to introduce our students to collective 
creation principles, they will be better prepared to approach the ensemble-based projects in our 
production season.

Simultaneous versus Linear Process 

Figure 5 demonstrates the traditional linear model of the creative process. One after another, 
each artist joins the process at a discrete point in time (and space, if one considers the separate sites 
used for rehearsal and design construction); each must respond to choices made prior to his/her arrival. 
In contrast, figure 6 illustrates an alternative model of the creative process wherein the collaborators 
simultaneously draw upon the same source material and continually influence—perhaps change—
one another’s work throughout the process. This principle is informed, in part, by Mark Weinberg’s 
observation that a number of collective theatre groups have used improvisational techniques, which 
redefined the roles of director and playwright, such that “the processes of design, scripting, staging 
and other theatrical elements occur simultaneously and interact to a degree impossible in traditional 
rehearsals” (Robert Francis Jenkins, qtd. in Weinberg 23, emphasis added).

The buried assumption here is that simultaneity is more feasible if all (or as many members 
of the teams as possible) are able to be present in concept and design meetings and rehearsals. As 
David Catlin (artistic director of Lookingglass Theatre) stated in a recent interview: “We do often 
create the work based on who is in the room.” 

Collective versus Hierarchical Structure

In figure 7, the traditional theatre-making process operates through a hierarchical organiza-
tional structure in terms of originality and creativity. It does not cultivate collective inquiry and 
exploration: the playwright creates a blueprint of the production; the director interprets it; then the 
director guides the choreographer, the designers, and the actors in the selection and coordination of 
nonverbal signs that embody his/her interpretation.

Fig. 5. This diagram demonstrates the traditional linear trajectory of the creative process. (Source: Ming Chen.)
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Fig. 7. This diagram shows the hierarchical structure seen in traditional production processes. (Source: Ming Chen.)

Fig. 6. In contrast with figure 5, this diagram emphasizes the simultaneity of the collective creation process. (Source: 
Ming Chen.)

As described by Anne Bogart and Tina Landau, a collective structure is a means for enabling 
the potential of shared exploration and problem-solving: “The exploration of a theme, the discovery 
of staging and the excavation of language, for instance, can all be a collective act in which ideas are 
proposed and adjustments made by all parties” (18).

Figure 8 illustrates a collective approach to the creative process that encourages every team member 
to contribute as co-creator. The source material (and its attendant cluster of ideas) is placed in the 
center, where it is accessed directly and (potentially) shaped by all co-creators. This approach is 
designed to give each member of the collective a stronger voice than he or she might otherwise have 
under a traditional hierarchical structure. Ultimately (and especially in an academic setting where 
students are learning artistic practice and collaborative skills) there must be decision maker(s) who 
codify the ideas into a unified product. But if we train our students to think collectively beforehand 
and equip them with tools to do so, then we can begin rehearsals for a project with this mentality 
in place.12
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Interdisciplinary versus Disciplinary Image-making 

Initially inspired and informed by our experience on the Monkey King project, interdisciplinar-
ity is an especially important principle for our students to consider (and practice), because they so 
quickly adopt an “us versus them” mentality that reflects territorial (and sometimes divisive) adher-
ence to disciplinary specialization; admittedly, this is a mentality that our current theatre curricula 
reinforce and perpetuate through concentrations in different avenues of theatre-making, such as 
acting, directing, performance studies, design (set, lighting, sound, costume), musical theatre, and 
stage management. Due to its linear pattern and hierarchical structure, the traditional model displays 
a more fixed relation between a role that an individual plays in a production and his/her sphere of 
disciplinary control (Fig. 9). 

As depicted in figure 10, an interdisciplinary approach to the process provides a framework 
whereby each member of the team crosses over to other theatrical disciplines. One of the many 
advantages of the interdisciplinary mentality is that it encourages each of the participating theatre 
artists to play with the full array of theatrical signs—to think beyond his/her discipline for solutions 
to creative problems. A greater spectrum of ideas emerges, because the switch to other sign systems 
releases imagination and creativity. Interdisciplinarity works most effectively in conjunction with 
simultaneity: when all members of the creative team are present (or engaged in the “conversation”), 
the immediacy of giving and receiving ideas enables and increases interdisciplinary exploration. This 
serves both the dynamic interplay of theatrical disciplines and sign systems and the interdisciplinary 
knowledge and growth of the individual artists. 

Multiple Texts versus Written Texts as Source Material 

With the traditional model, each team member works to interpret a finished written script 
and realize a product generated from it (Fig. 11). In contrast, an ensemble of co-creators derives a 
creative advantage from considering a broader range of “texts” as fuel to ignite the composition of 
material (Fig. 12). In The Semiotics of Performance, Marco De Marinis reminds us of this broader 
definition of text: “From a semiotic standpoint, the term text designates not only coherent and com-
plete series of linguistic statements, whether oral or written, but also every unit of discourse, whether 
verbal, nonverbal, or mixed . . . an image, or group of images, is, or can be, a text. A sculpture, a 

Fig. 8. In contrast with figure 7, this diagram illustrates a collective approach to the creative process that encourages 
every team member to contribute as a co-creator. (Source: Ming Chen.)
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Fig. 9. This diagram shows a traditional approach to theatre-making in which each artist is consigned to his/her sphere of 
disciplinary control. (Source: Ming Chen.)

Fig. 10. In contrast with the disciplinary rigidity shown in figure 9, this diagram illustrates a process that encourages team 
members to cross disciplinary boundaries and seek solutions outside their areas of expertise. (Source: Ming Chen.)

film, a musical passage, or a sequence of sound effects constitute texts, also, or rather they can be 
considered as such” (47). 

De Marinis’s theoretical expansion of the idea of text beyond its everyday associations with 
words/writing is a generative concept for our students to consider, especially given the multimedia 
and virtual worlds in which they reside. When they begin to construe text in the myriad of guises 
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Fig. 11. This diagram identifies a written script as the blueprint and point of departure for a theatrical production. 
(Source: Ming Chen.)

Fig. 12. Different from figure 11, this diagram indicates that the impetus for performance/production choices can be 
drawn from multiple “texts.” (Source: Ming Chen.)

De Marinis suggests, they see a vast continuum of visual and aural signs at their disposal and thus 
the realm of creative possibilities expands. Theatre practitioner Simon McBurney of Complicite 
discusses his company’s performative appropriation of text in similar terms: “But that text can take 
many forms—I mean it can equally well be a visual text, a text of action, a musical one. . . . Theatre, 
says Aristotle, is an act and an action. Action is also a text. As is the space, the light, music, the sound 
of footsteps, silence and immobility. All should be as articulate and evocative as each other.”
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With this principle,13 we return to Kowzan’s semiotic notion that all theatre sign systems are 
vital “players” in the creation of a performance text. Indeed, each of the multiple texts referenced 
in the quotes above may serve as “transformable” and “pliable sign and/or symbol systems” to be 
manipulated by the artists (Schechner 227). Furthermore, an inventive collective process is one in 
which the co-creators commit fully to a juggling act of sorts: one that honors the interchangeability 
of all theatrical signs, as well as the myriad of artistic voices that participate in their exploration and 
application. Herein we perceive a convergence of collectivity, theatre semiotics, and polyphonic 
dynamics insofar as the latter offers a framework that lets us visualize, envision, and orchestrate 
the dynamic interplay among shifting theatrical signs in the creation of a theatre and performance 
work.

Conclusion

Ultimately, what are the holistic educational benefits of practicing polyphonic dynamics in 
theatrical production and pedagogy, especially in a liberal arts context such as ours? When we asked 
our student actors to reflect upon their collective creation experiences, Elizabeth Neidel replied: “I 
found it both interesting and effective that a lot of what we explored in the rehearsal process ended 
up in the final production. As a cast, I know we felt a stronger sense of ownership with our characters 
and as an ensemble.” Sara Gosier found “it interesting that a cast, a crew, a choreographer, a director, 
and a playwright can all be crucial components in the writing of a play. . . . It sounds as though so 
many people would prove chaotic. . . . However . . . being that we were in a scholarly setting, each 
of us felt exploratory freedom with safely distributed levels of power.” Lacey Rhodes felt “a sense of 
privilege. It is one thing to be a master at following a recipe, and another completely to be part of the 
creation of something new.”14 Perhaps one of the most salient student comments in this regard was 
this: “In this experience I particularly remember gaining a closer understanding of the ‘group process.’ 
I found much more of a need of communication, compromise, and compassion” (Rhodes).

Polyphonic dynamics can be used to cultivate inventiveness, initiation, collective responsibil-
ity, ownership of creative product, flexibility, relinquishing disciplinary control, and confidence. We 
acknowledge that for most of us, the collective process can be more time-consuming and stressful 
than the traditional production approach; its success depends upon careful planning, flexibility with 
deadlines, positive relationships between theatre artists/educators (including a trust that undetermined 
creative solutions will emerge—albeit it later in the process), and more intensive group participa-
tion in the production and rehearsal processes. Should these conditions be in place, however, the 
educational benefits outweigh the challenges. 

As theatre practitioners and educators, we continually face the stimulating challenge of nurtur-
ing young artists who develop disciplinary skills, then apply those skills effectively to the creation of a 
superior aesthetic product. Equally important, however, is the cultivation of young artists who value 
(and practice) a process that encompasses deep collaboration and connection to the work, openness to 
discovery, and compassionate commitment. In our experience, a collective creation approach guided 
by polyphonic dynamics is clearly a powerful means to achieve that goal.

Born in Shanghai, China, Ming Chen received her master’s degrees from Shanghai Theatre Academy 
(stage design/theory) and, subsequently, at the University of Pittsburgh (theatrical production), and 
is currently a professor/resident scenic designer at Kennesaw State University in Atlanta. Her first 
essay on Semiotics in Theatrical Design was published in Theatre Arts in 1986. Since then, she has 
published (in both English and Chinese) articles and translations in professional journals, newspa-
pers, and art catalogs and has made three book contributions. Her book Visual Literacy for Theatre 
will be published in the fall of 2010. 
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Ivan Pulinkala is an associate professor and director of the Program in Dance at Kennesaw State 
University in Atlanta. Originally from New Delhi, India, Pulinkala moved to the United States in 
1998 to pursue an MFA in dance from Mills College in Oakland, California. His work has been 
commissioned for concert dance (modern and contemporary ballet) and musical theatre, as well as 
for corporate and commercial film. Pulinkala’s book Piper of the Soul will be published in 2010. He 
is the recipient of several awards and grants, including a 2010 National Endowment for the Arts 
grant and the 2010 KSU Clendenin Graduate Fellowship award to pursue his doctoral studies in 
higher education administration. 

Karen Robinson is an associate professor of theatre and performance studies and is the Global Learn-
ing Coordinator for the College of the Arts at Kennesaw State University in Atlanta. She has worked 
as a director, dramaturg, actor, and/or stage manager for theatres and festivals in New York, North 
Carolina, California, Georgia, Morocco, and China. Her directing and dramaturgical credits include 
new script development at KSU, Horizon Theatre Company, and ATHE, as well as performance 
ethnography, chamber theatre, contemporary plays, and period classics. An associate artist at Geor-
gia Shakespeare, Robinson has directed fourteen productions for the company. She holds an MFA 
in directing from New York University’s Tisch School of the Arts, and BAs in theatre and English 
literature from the University of Colorado, Boulder. Robinson is the recipient of KSU’s 2009 Dis-
tinguished Teaching Award, the 2010 College of the Arts Distinguished Service Award, and a 2010 
University of Georgia Board of Regents award for Excellence in Teaching.

Notes

1. Tadeusz Kowzan identified these as word, tone, mime, gesture, movement, makeup, hairstyle, costume, 
properties, settings, lighting, music, and sound effects.

2. A stellar example of exciting original work is Complicite’s production of Mnemonic (1999-2003), an ensemble-
created piece that combined physical theatre, projections, video, sound, lighting, transformative properties, 
exquisite stage pictures, and superb storytelling to explore the theme of memory, the act of remembering, and 
human/ancestral origins.

3. The vast array of theatre ensembles across the globe that practice collective creation (admittedly to varying 
degrees) is a testament to its strong presence. A perusal of Don Rubin et al.’s The World Encyclopedia of 
Contemporary Theatre (with volumes on Europe, the Americas, Africa, and Asia/Pacific) yields a number of 
references to companies that generate their material collectively from among ensemble members; Alan Filewod’s 
The Canadian Encyclopedia asserts the ongoing presence of collective creation in Canada; Eugene van Erven’s 
Community Theatre: Global Perspectives identifies a number of countries/companies in Latin America (138–41) 
that practice collective creation; and the Network of Ensemble Theaters points toward US theatres that practice 
a variety of collective creation approaches—the website currently lists 107 US companies and one UK company 
in its membership.

4. In our survey of ten introduction-to-theatre textbooks used by universities throughout the United States, we 
noted that, at most, a paragraph might be devoted to the description of a collaborative or collective approach, 
while entire chapters are devoted to the hierarchical approach that is dominated by the director.

5. Kennesaw State University, with a student population of over 23,000, is the third-largest university in the 
University System of Georgia. It is located twenty-five miles northwest of Atlanta.

6. The novel continues to chronicle Monkey’s journey: he is released after his 500 years of imprisonment on 
the condition that he serve as guide to a monk bringing the Buddhist scriptures from India to China. Thus the 
title given to the entire work is Journey to the West.
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7. Here, we make use of Keir Elam’s definition of “performance text” as the type of textual material “that [is] 
produced in the theatre,” as opposed to the “written or dramatic text” that is “composed for the theatre” (3, 
emphasis in original). By using the term, we are calling attention to all of the theatrical sign systems that work 
in concert with the written text to create the performance.

8. These include, among many others, Mark Weinberg (Challenging the Hierarchy: Collective Theatre in the 
United States), Anne Bogart and Tina Landau, Mary Zimmerman, Simon McBurney of Complicite, and David 
Catlin of Lookingglass Theatre Company in Chicago. Interestingly, at the time this essay was submitted for 
publication (April 2010), ASTR/CORD disseminated a call for contributions to a volume on the history of 
the international development of collective creation from the twentieth century forward. The rationale for the 
proposal asserts that scholarship about collective creation remains underdeveloped. The Lives and Deaths of 
Collective Creation (Vox Teatri, 2008) and Collective Creation, Collaboration and Devising (Playwrights Canada 
Press, 2009) are cited in the call as comprising the small number of publications on the topic.

9. Our use of “polyphony” to characterize the creative flux in the Monkey King process echoes Mikhail Bakhtin’s 
use of the word in its denotation of multiple voices (and attendant theatrical sign systems), each with equal 
validity. We do not, however, invoke his application of polyphony to dialogic interrelations in a work of art or 
his polyphonic concept of truth; instead, we use the term to capture the flux of multiple artists and/or signs 
participating equally, simultaneously, and variously in a creative process.

10 Credit for this improvisational structure goes to Anne Bogart and Tina Landau for the viewpoints composition-
assignment models in their The Viewpoints Book.

11. Both Incubus and Chakra earned command performances at the regional American College Dance Festival 
(ACDF) galas and the national ACDF competitions in New York City (2008) and Washington, DC (2010), 
respectively.

12. Toward this end, we have found it effective to hire members of theatre companies in the Atlanta area to 
integrate their collective creation practices in our curricula. One such example is our departmental collaboration 
with Adam Fristoe from Out of Hand Theatre, who has taught a physical theatre course for our students 
incorporating Suzuki and viewpoints techniques for ensemble-based work. In fall 2010, he and KSU faculty 
member Margaret Baldwin will teach another course in which they will work with a group of students to begin 
collective creation on a piece of spectacle theatre focusing on water. Out of Hand and Baldwin will subsequently 
develop the piece for participation in an international festival devoted to spectacle theatre.

13. In support of this principle, our theatre and performance creation processes and coursework include 
assignments that require students to explore each theatrical sign as a generator of performance material. One 
such course in the KSU curriculum, Performance Composition, asks students to gather collections of different 
theatrical signs as playwriting prompts. Examples (used for discrete assignments) include: a list of ten daily 
physical actions, sounds, objects, and observed expressive gestures. The students then are charged with shaping 
these texts into sequences with beginnings, middles, and ends. Sometimes they incorporate the written word, 
at other times they focus on gesture, movement, and shape to communicate their ideas.

14. These observations bear a striking resemblance to Bogart and Landau’s assertions in The Viewpoints Book 
that in a collective process “every participant must . . . claim ownership in the outcome” (18).
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